Abstract-Cache has been applied for wireless data access with different replacement policies in wireless networks. Most of the current cache replacement schemes are access-based replacement policies since they are based on object access frequency/recency information. Access-based replacement policies either ignore or do not focus on update information. However, update information is extremely important since it can make access information almost useless. In this paper, we consider two fundamental and strongly consistent access algorithms: Poll-Per-Read (PER) and Call-Back (CB). We propose a server-based PER (SB-PER) cache access mechanism in which the server makes replacement decisions and a client-based CB cache access mechanism in which clients make replacement decisions. Both mechanisms have been designed to be suitable for using both update frequency and access frequency. We further propose two update-based replacement policies, least access-to-update ratio (LA2U) and least access-to-update difference (LAUD). We provide a thorough performance analysis via extensive simulations for evaluating these algorithms in terms of access rate, update rate, cache size, database size, object size, etc. Our study shows that although effective hit ratio is a better metric than cache hit ratio, it is a worse metric than transmission cost, and a higher effective hit ratio does not always mean a lower cost. In addition, the proposed SB-PER mechanism is better than the original PER algorithm in terms of effective hit ratio and cost, and the update-based policies outperform access-based policies in most cases.
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INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS data access suffers from inherent constraints such as bandwidth and battery power limitation and inevitable user mobility, resulting in expensive communication cost, large access latency, and frequent disconnections from networks. Wireless data access typically follows clientserver models, where databases are hosted at remote servers with clients (i.e., mobile terminals) accessing data objects stored at the databases through mobile/wireless networks. The servers update the objects when being requested. Caches at mobile terminals (MTs), called client caching, can save bandwidth usage and power consumption.
A cache access algorithm describes how a client-server system uses the cache. It is also called a cache consistency/ coherency algorithm or a cache invalidation scheme if the data consistency/invalidation schemes are emphasized. For many applications, a strongly consistent cache data access algorithm has to be adopted, requiring that obsolete data have to be evicted from the cache or made distinguishable from valid data. In this paper, we are studying strongly consistent cache data access in a mobile/wireless environment.
Invalidation Report (IR) schemes have been proposed and studied in a mobile environment with consideration of disconnections of mobile terminations in [2] , [3] . In an IR scheme, the server periodically broadcasts a message, called the invalidation report, to all its clients. The message contains sufficient information on the update history of data objects so that clients know whether the cached data objects are valid or not. Several related major issues, such as the sizes of IR, energy-savings, disconnections of MTs from networks, access latency, and communication cost, have been addressed in recent studies [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [16] , [20] , [24] . The approaches include adjusting broadcasting intervals, organizing contents of IR, and/or reducing uplink transmissions. Since most of them require broadcasting within entire networks and are suitable to be implemented in lower layers of mobile/wireless network protocol stacks, it is believed that the IR schemes should perform well under the following assumptions: 1) The channel is a broadcasting channel, 2) all the clients are within one wireless cell in a cellular network or wireless LAN (WLAN), and 3) the server is also local to the wireless cell, such as the base station in a cellular network or the access point in the WLAN. However, in a realistic wireless network, the above assumptions are hardly true. In other words, the server is more likely located in a remote site and subscribed clients may be all over the cellular network or even in remote wireless Internet access points. For example, if all the clients are in different wireless cells, the broadcasting of IRs becomes very expensive since IRs contain too much information that is irrelevant to a particular client in a particular wireless cell. Furthermore, IRs are needed to be sent separately to different clients located at different wireless cells. Using broadcasting to distribute IRs to save cost becomes less favorable. Therefore, the IR schemes are not practical approaches in realistic wireless applications [13] .
The effective hit ratios and communication costs of two fundamental cache access algorithms, poll-each-read (PER) and call-back (CB), for client-server data access models have been studied and compared in a mobile/wireless environment [13] . The PER and CB algorithms were originally introduced for efficient network file systems [9] , [14] , [23] . In PER, when a client attempts to read data objects from a remote server, the client asks the server whether it is valid or not, and the server sends the data object only if it is invalid. PER is a stateless cache access algorithm in which the server does not keep track of what data objects are updated, and the client enforces replacement policies. In CB, the server informs the clients that the data objects in their caches are invalid.
A cache replacement policy is executed when the cache is full. In this case, if an accessed data entry is to be cached, some other cached data entries have to be evicted to accommodate the newly accessed object. In the client-server model for mobile/wireless data access, the update process plays an important role because it makes cached data obsolete. Thus, a replacement policy may have to utilize update information besides access information. Most replacement policies, such as the Least-Recently-Used (LRU) and Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) replacement policies [13] widely used in other systems such as operating systems and computer architectures, have been introduced into mobile/wireless network client caching. These replacement policies basically use access time (recency) or access frequency [15] to determine which data object is to be replaced. However, the studies in [13] only consider LRU without the effects of the update process in the replacement policies. Two replacement policies have been proposed to utilize update information in [21] and [22] to study IR schemes and to reduce only stretch [1] , which is defined as normalized access latency, and it is a totally different goal from the communication cost and the effective hit ratio which we study in this paper.
In this paper, we are interested in strongly consistent cache access algorithms and update-based replacement policies which are applicable to more realistic wireless networks with more than one wireless cell. In such systems, IR schemes are inefficient due to different locations of the clients who subscribe the service, and those clients may be a very small percentage of the total number of users in the wireless system. The cache access algorithms have to consider update information besides access information. We propose a server-based PER and a revised version of CB with two update-based and frequency-based replacement policies, the least access-to-update ratio (LA2U) and the least access-to-update difference (LAUD). Since bandwidth is costly in mobile/wireless networks, we focus on reducing not only the access latency, but also the usage of the bandwidth in terms of the communication cost. In PER, some invalidated objects still occupy cache space if these objects are not accessed. This is the fundamental problem of PER. On the other hand, SB-PER can fix this problem. We also propose an analytical model for SB-PER and compare it with PER using both analytical and simulation results. In addition, we provide an in-depth analysis and performance evaluation via extensive simulations. It should be mentioned that our proposed algorithms are not limited to those in wireless networks. They should also be applicable to wired networks, such as Internet client-server applications, WEB caching, etc., because the proposed algorithms improve not only the communication cost, but also the effective hit ratio.
Since our research work is to introduce new cache access algorithms in order to reduce transmission cost over wireless links, the server-based PER requires more powerful servers. We believe that a server can be easily upgraded with a more powerful machine or a cluster of machines, i.e., a virtual server or a server farm. Furthermore, the serverbased PER improves effective hit ratio and communication cost, i.e., fewer objects are fetched from the server. We believe that the server-based PER can be extended to systems with a large number of users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce some applications of wireless data access in Section 2. We propose SB-PER and the revised CB in Section 3. We present two update-based replacement policies in Section 4. An analytical model for SB-PER is proposed in Section 5. Performance evaluation and comparison are presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
APPLICATIONS IN WIRELESS DATA ACCESS
An MT can be a small computer with a relatively powerful operating system and hardware, especially for 3G cell phones. Subscribers can run data applications on MTs to access various data. Data sources, e.g., database servers, are not necessarily located within the cellular network, e.g., remote Internet services. In the following sections, we introduce some potential applications, such as the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) application, the Real-time Stock Price Monitor, and a business card application. Our algorithms should also be useful for many other potential application services.
WAP Application
The WAP Forum was formed to standardize the WAP for cellular networks. WAP is aimed at enabling easy, fast delivery of relevant information and services to mobile users. All the WAP applications are running in client-server models. The WAP application server or other entities in the network can be informed of the capability of the handheld devices through the user agent profile [19] defined in WAP. Hence, the WAP application server can deliver the content in a way that handheld devices can handle.
Cache mechanism has been proposed for WAP applications [18] . It can be used to better utilize the bandwidth of the network, reduce the power consumption of the mobile terminals, and decrease the latency time for WAP applications. The communication links between MTs and base stations are wireless; therefore, the communication cost becomes a very important issue since wireless bandwidth is limited and precious; on the other hand, the communication links between base stations and a server are wired links, which assume that there is enough bandwidth. Handheld devices maintain their own caches. The contents delivered by a Web server (for example, stock information) can be cached in the cache of a handheld device. We call a unit of content cached in the cache a data object. The handheld device tries to use the data objects in the cache first. If the device uses the data objects in the cache, the bandwidth of the network is saved and the latency time is reduced.
Real-Time Stock Price Monitor
A real-time stock price monitor can be used to check stock prices, and a user can make a transaction using the MT based on the stock information obtained from a server. Stock prices are dynamically changed, and the user can obtain stock prices in real-time, hourly, daily, or any time unit basis. If a stock transaction is involved, large access latency may not be appropriate. In such a case, IR schemes may not be appropriate.
In this application, the data sources may or may not be located outside of the cellular networks. Stocks are updated and accessed at different rates. Some stocks may be traded in a huge volume. Their prices may be updated very frequently. On the other hand, the prices of other stocks may not be updated so frequently.
Business Card Application
In [13] , a business card application is proposed and implemented in wireless telecommunication networks. The application requires a remote database maintained at a remote server. Each record in the database stands for a correspondence. All records are maintained at the server. A user may view, modify, and add records through an MT. The records can be cached in MTs to reduce the communication cost and latency. The business card application also helps a user maintain a consistent phone book at any networked terminal. When the user changes his/her terminal, he/she is not required to transfer the phone book from the old terminal to the new terminal [13] . The application server may maintain a public phone book like the yellow pages. Then, the user's record may refer to the records in the public phone book. When any record in the public phone book is changed, it can be reflected to the users. Those users can then always access the latest records.
The environment to host the business card application is iSMS [13] , a platform that integrates an IP network with the Short Message Services (SMS) in the mobile telephone network. Wireless data services are provided through the iSMS gateway whose role is similar to the WAP gateway. The business card application follows the vCard standard to format a business card. A vCard contains a field for a single piece of structured data, including the family name, given name, additional names, honorific prefixes, and honorific suffixes. It also contains a field for a telephone number which may include more than one phone number. The business card application also defines a field for a calendar which is absent in the vCard standard. Even though the size of the vCard stored in the application server may vary, the vCard is always tailored to be of fixed size when it is sent to a wireless terminal. For more information about iSMS and business card application, please refer to [13] and the references therein. Although the above applications are for cellular networks, they can also be applied to other types of wireless networks, for example, wireless LANs, and even wired networks, such as the Internet.
CACHE ACCESS ALGORITHMS
We first introduce two traditional cache access algorithms, PER and CB, in Section 3.1. Traditionally, PER and CB do not store the access and update information, and they are only suitable for the time (recency)-based algorithms. Therefore, we propose a server-based PER and a revision of CB in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, in which access information and update information are maintained. The proposed schemes are suitable for frequency-based algorithms. For example, to maintain update and access frequencies, two different counters, access counter for each client object and update counter for each object, are maintained.
PER and CB
In PER, a client sends a request message to the server to check whether a data object is still valid when the client requests to access the object. The server sends a confirmation message to the client if the object is valid; otherwise, the server sends the object to the client. The server can update objects when needed without notifying the clients. PER uses a stateless server, i.e., the server does not keep track of what data objects are updated.
On the other hand, CB has different access and update procedures. A client checks whether an object is in the cache when the client requests to access the object. If the object is not in the client cache, the client retrieves the object from the server; otherwise, the client uses the cached object. When the server wants to update an object, it informs all the clients to evict the object from the cache. The CB server is a stateful server in the sense that the server needs to maintain the client information. The objects cached at a client are always valid and a client does not need to contact the server when an access happens unless the data object is not in the cache.
Server-Based Poll-Each-Read
The server-based PER (SB-PER) algorithm, shown in Fig. 1a , requires a user profile for each client maintained at the server. The history of the accesses on each object from a client is stored in its user profile. The user profile also stores what objects are cached at the client. This can be implemented by storing the identities of cached objects in the user profile. The server also has an object profile in which the update history on each object is stored.
When a client wants to access an object, it always sends a request to the server (Step 1.2). The server hence knows which client initiates the access and which object is to be used. It stores the access history of the object in the user profile of the corresponding client (Step 1.3). Different from the meaning of the corresponding request message in traditional PER, this message may not check the validity of the cached object at the client. It is used to inform the server that an access on an object is requested (Step 1.2) .
When an update occurs (Step 4.1), the server removes the corresponding object from the user profile of the corresponding client at the server or makes it invalid. It also renews the update history for the object (Step 4.2) in the object profile. Therefore, the server can check the user and object profiles for not only access and update history, but also the cache status of objects. The server makes the following decisions when an access occurs:
1. If the object is cached and is valid, the client uses the cached object (Step 1.5 and Step 1.6). An object is valid if there have been no updates to this object since it was cached. 2. If the object is not cached and the cache is not full, the server sends the object to the client, and the client caches it (Steps 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6). 3. If the object is not cached and the cache is full, the server chooses a previously updated cached object to be evicted and this updated cached object is also called an invalid object. If there is not such an object as the above, the server chooses a cached object to be evicted according to the replacement policy (Step 3.2 and Step 3.3). Note that, in SB-PER, the server makes replacement decisions and knows which objects are obsolete in the caches as well as the access and update history. In the original PER algorithm, clients decide which object will be evicted from the cache. However, clients are not aware of update information because the server does not contact the client when an update occurs. Furthermore, only the server has all the knowledge of global access information and global update information. In other words, the server is the most knowledgeable entity that can make the smartest decision. In the original PER, a client can only have partial access information without global access information and any update information, so its decision should be less globally optimal. Therefore, the proposed server-based PER should outperform the original PER if the knowledge mentioned above can be fully utilized.
It seems that it may be unnecessary to make PER serverbased. The server can maintain user profiles for each client to keep update history. When an access is requested, the server sends the update history back to the client with the object or the reply message. However, such an approach not only introduces additional traffic overhead, but also causes response delay to the clients. Furthermore, the information of the client side may not be global information.
A Revised Call-Back
The proposed CB algorithm is shown in Fig. 1b , which differs from the original CB algorithm by inclusion of maintenance and exchange of access and update history between clients and the server.
The server maintains an update history of all objects. It has an object profile to store the update history. There are two ways to maintain access history. We can either allow clients to maintain access history of all objects they have ever accessed, or let the server maintain both access and update history. In the former case, each client has an object profile. It keeps the access history of all objects the client has ever accessed. In the latter case, the server has a user profile for each individual client. In the following discussion, to avoid storing too much access history information at the client which is scarce of resources, the server stores global access histories, and the client only maintains access and update histories of cached objects. In such a case, the server updates the user profile to renew the access history in the following two situations:
1. When the object is not cached, the client requests the object from the server (Step 2.1). 2. When the cache is full and a cache replacement happens (Step 2.3), the client sends the access history of the replaced object to the server (Step 2.5). The server has to send access and update history with the object to the client when an object is read from the server (Step 2.2).
The server could perceive all the access history happening at the client only when an update is happening to the object and the server receives the acknowledgment with access history. The server may, hence, not be appropriate to make the replacement decision due to inaccurate access history. In contrast, the client knows the accurate access and update history using the proposed algorithm. Therefore, the client is the best entity to make the decision, and the update-based replacement policy is more appropriate to be deployed at the client. 
UPDATE-BASED REPLACEMENT POLICIES
When an object is accessed at a client, the client may cache the object. If the cache is full, a cached object may be evicted so that the new object can be cached. It may not be beneficial that the replacement decision relies solely on access history. Given two objects having different access rates, the object with a higher access rate should be cached if only access history is taken into account. However, if the object has also a much higher update rate, it may become invalid right after it has been cached. Therefore, caching an object with a high update rate (no mater whether the access rate is higher or lower) may only bring up the message cost and may not benefit the cache hit. Therefore, we propose two update-based replacement policies by using access and update frequencies. In other words, they are frequencybased schemes and are called the Least Access-to-Update Ratio and the Least Access-to-Update Difference.
Least Access-to-Update Ratio (LA2U)
When an accessed object satisfies the replacement policy, it will be cached. The larger the access rate of the object is, the more frequently the object will be accessed. On the other hand, the cached object then becomes invalid. If the access rates of all objects are the same, similarly to the LFU, a replacement policy can be proposed to cache the least frequently updated objects. Therefore, access and update rates are two opposite factors. It would be best if a replacement policy caches the more-frequently-accessed but less-frequently-updated objects. This can be done by designing a replacement policy using a measurement which is proportional to the access rate but inverse-proportional to the update rate. The simplest form gives the least access-toupdate ratio replacement policy.
The proposed least access-to-update ratio replacement policy (LA2U) chooses the object with the least access-toupdate ratio not to be cached among the cached objects and the object being accessed.
The access-to-update ratio r A2U ij of object j regarding client i is defined as r is the accumulated number of accesses on object j at client i up to time t and n u j is the accumulated number of updates on object j at the server. We denote ij and j as the access and update rates of object j at the client i and at the server, respectively. Obviously, we expect f a ij to approach access rate ij and f u j to approach j when t is significantly large, i.e., ij ¼ lim t!1 f a ij and
The replacement policy compares the ratios among all the objects cached at the client with the accessed object. If the object with the least access-to-update ratio is not the access object, it will be evicted and replaced with the object requested; otherwise, the accessed object will not be cached and there will be no change in the cache.
The actual implementation is designed to also consider the situation when n u j is zero. It ensures that LA2U is equivalent to the LFU when there is no update at all.
Least Access-to-Update Difference (LAUD)
There is more than one object at the server. Two objects with the same access-to-update ratio but different access rates have different effects on the total effective hit ratio. Therefore, we propose the least access-to-update difference replacement policy (LAUD) in which the replacement policy uses the difference of access and update rates other than the access-to-update ratio.
LAUD is the same as the LA2U except that it uses accessto-update difference rather than access-to-update ratio. The access-to-update difference d AUD ij of object j regarding client i is defined as follows:
Because the algorithm has the accurate access and update history and both access and update histories are measured from the beginning to the time t, we can simply use the following measure d
Remarks
The proposed replacement policies are actually adaptive algorithms based on measurements. The time t can be defined as a moving time window, i.e., the accesses and updates will only be accumulated during the time window of length t from a previous time to current time. The time window length t can be adjusted to capture the variation of the popularity of different objects varying with time. In addition, the access-to-update ratio and the access-toupdate difference are measured for each object. Even though more computational power from the server may be required, the proposed replacement policies can capture that different objects have different popularity in terms of access and update rates.
AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR SB-PER
In [13] , analytic models for both PER and CB are derived. In this section, we derive an analytic model for the proposed SB-PER scheme and compare PER and SB-PER under the LRU replacement policy with both analytical results and simulation results in terms of effective hit ratio and communication cost. In the analytical model, the following assumptions are used which are the same as in [13] :
. The server database has a total of N objects, and all objects have the same size. 
Let p SB-P ER denote the effective hit ratio of SB-PER. We claim that p SB-P ER should be the same as p CB . This is because, for CB, when an update even happens, the server sends an invalidation message to clients so that clients have accurate validation information of objects in the cache to make decisions. In SB-PER, when an update happens, although the server does not send an invalidation message to the client, the server makes decisions and knows accurate validation information of objects in the cache. In other words, for both CB and SB-PER, the entity that makes decisions knows accurate validation information of objects in the cache. Therefore, we have
Let c req , c ack , and c obj denote communication costs for the request message, the acknowledgment message, and the data object, respectively. Let p SB-P ER and c SB-P ER denote the effective hit ratio and communication cost per access for SB-PER. We have
Let p P ER and c P ER denote the effective hit ratio and the communication cost per access for PER, respectively. From [13] , we have 
Compared with CB, SB-PER has an advantage of saving transmission cost of sending invalidation messages. Compared with PER, SB-PER has an advantage that the entity who makes decisions knows accurate validation information of objects in the cache. However, for PER, the decision maker (i.e., the client) does not have accurate validation information of objects in the cache so that some invalidated objects still occupy cache space if their objects are not accessed. This is the fundamental problem of PER, which the proposed SB-PER can address. Fig. 2 shows the effective hit ratios and communication costs of PER and SB-PER obtained through both analytical models and simulations with different = values, where c req ¼ 60, c ack ¼ 60, c obj ¼ 120, and ¼ 1. It can be seen that SB-PER is better than PER in terms of both effective hit ratio and communication cost. Furthermore, both the analytical and simulation results match very well. A detailed description of the simulation approaches is given in Section 6. Similar results have been obtained when c obj is much larger than the message sizes.
SB-PER also performs better than PER even though only LRU is adopted. If both proposed updated polices are applied, SB-PER performance can be further improved, as shown in the next section. Another advantage of SB-PER is that a client does not need to record any access/update information so that we refer it as to a thin-client.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we use discrete event simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed cache access algorithms and replacement policies. Our simulation programs are written in C++. In most cases of our simulation experiments, objects are divided into two classes, denoted as class A and class B. Classes A and B contain N A objects and N B objects, respectively, where N ¼ N A þ N B . In each class, the access rates are the same and the update rates are the same for all the objects. Let A and B denote the access rate of each object in class A and class B, respectively, A and B denote the update rate of each object in class A and class B, respectively, and K denote the cache size at the client in terms of the number of objects. In this section, CB stands for the revised CB described earlier. Note that N is a set that a user could access in a period of time. It is often not the size of the database because a mobile client usually accesses only a small portion of data due to its function limitation.
In the following section, we present performance metrics and assumptions. Section 6.2 compares SB-PER with the original PER. Section 6.3 studies the effects of K and N, and Section 6.4 studies the effects of update rate and access rate. Section 6.5 compares the LA2U and the LAUD replacement policies. We extend our work to a more general network traffic type in Section 6.6. Finally, in Section 6.7, we provide some remarks on SB-PER and CB.
Performance Metrics and Simulation Assumptions
The server has N objects and the client is equipped with a cache which can hold up to K objects. Assume that the access/update events follow a Poisson distribution. An access always happens at a client and an update always occurs at the server. The rates of the access and the update to the object j are j and j , respectively. We have the following measures:
1. n a j : Total number of accesses to object j at the client. 2. n u j : Total number of updates to object j at the server. 3. n miss : Total number of accesses that result in the object delivery. It happens when the accessed object is absent (i.e, a cache miss) or invalid in the cache no matter whether SB-PER or CB is used. 4. n inv : Total number of invalidation messages. When CB is exercised, an invalidation message will be delivered to the client when the object being updated is cached. 5. n rep : Total number of cache replacements. The above measures are used to calculate the effective hit ratios and the communication costs for both SB-PER and CB per client. The effective hit ratio is defined as the ratio of the total number of valid cache hits over the total number of accesses, where an object is valid. We denote the effective hit ratios in SB-PER and CB as p SB-P ER and p CB , respectively. The communication costs per access in SB-PER and CB are denoted as c SB-P ER and c CB , respectively. Let n a be the total number of accesses regardless of the objects. Similarly to [13] , we have
When SB-PER is executed, the client sends a request message to the server whenever an access happens. As shown in Fig. 1a , Step 1.2 includes the message. We denote the traffic cost of the message as c req . When a cache miss happens, a copy of the object needs to be sent to the client (Step 3.2); otherwise, an acknowledgment is sent (Step 1.5). The costs of sending an acknowledgment and the object are c ack and c obj , respectively. Note that the server makes replacement decisions when the client cache is full. The decision is delivered to the client with the data object (Step 3.2). We assume it can be stored in the message header and there is no extra cost. A similar analysis can be applied to CB. Note that c u and c a are the extra costs of messages containing the update and access frequencies, respectively (Steps 2.2, 2.5, and 3.4 of Fig. 1b) , and p rep is the probability that a cache replacement is needed when an access happens and the cache is full. We have
We also have n rep n miss n a . In the simulations, we assume the costs of request message (Step 1.2 in Fig. 1a and Step 2.1 in Fig. 1b) , acknowledgment (Step 1.5 in Fig. 1a Step 3.4 in Fig. 1b) , and invalidation message (Step 3.2 in Fig. 1b) are the same: c req ¼ c ack ¼ c inv ¼ 60. The extra costs of the replacement decision, access, and update counter are the same as well: c a ¼ c u ¼ 4. We assume the costs of sending objects are the same and c obj ¼ 120.
Comparison of SB-PER and PER
We compare the proposed SB-PER with the original clientbased PER using LFU. Note that PER is not suitable to use the update-based replacement policies, such as LA2U and LAUD, which are also frequency-based replacement policies. Both of them use measured access and update frequencies. To use these two replacement policies, the access and update histories have to be stored at either the client or the server. When PER is exercised, the client makes replacement decisions, but it does not know the update histories in PER since all updates occur only at the server and the server does not inform the client. Therefore, PER is not suitable to use update histories in its replacement policies. On the contrary, PER is able to record all access histories since all accesses happen at the client. PER can use the replacement policies which use the access histories only. Therefore, our comparison between SB-PER and PER in this section is limited to LFU.
In Fig. 3 , we assume that the update rates of objects are the same, and the access rates of objects are the same. Let N ¼ 40, K=N ¼ 1=2, and ¼ 1:0, and only one class of objects is used. Fig. 3 compares effective hit ratios and costs of SB-PER and PER. We have the following interesting observations:
. For both SB-PER and PER, the effective hit ratio decreases and the cost increases when = increases. For a larger = value, there are more updates on objects so that the cached objects are obsolete more frequently and, therefore, more cache misses happen; as a result, the effective hit ratio is lower and the cost is higher. . SB-PER has a better effective hit ratio than PER when = > 0. When = ¼ 0, both algorithms have the same effective hit ratio since there is no update at all. When = > 0 and SB-PER is exercised, obsolete objects will be chosen to be replaced at first. But, for PER, the client cannot realize if an object is obsolete. This is why SB-PER outperforms PER. In other words, we expect that the valid objects in the cache in SB-PER are more than (or equal to) those in PER. This will be verified in Fig. 4 . . The cost is higher in SB-PER than in PER when = is larger than 0. The same reason in the above bullet for the effective hit ratio explains this observation. Fig. 4 shows the number of valid objects in the cache and the over time, where ¼ C=K and C is the number of accessed objects that are invalid, referred to as invalid cache hit. We also refer as the percentage of the harmful wasted-cache. The following parameters are adopted for Fig. 4 : N ¼ 40, K ¼ 20. Furthermore, the access rates ðÞ are equal to 1.0 for all the objects, and all the update rates ðÞ are equal to 0.5. Fig. 4a shows that the number of the valid objects in SB-PER is larger than (or equal to) that in PER. Fig. 4b shows that in SB-PER is zero, whereas in PER even reaches 30 percent, i.e., 30 percent cache space is wasted for causing invalid cache hits.
The two experiments shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are actually homogenous cases since all access rates or the update rates are the same for all the objects. In Fig. 5 , we show heterogeneous cases where the access rates or the update rates are not the same. We have two classes A and B as described before, and parameters are chosen as follows:
We vary B À A from 0.0 to 2.0 while maintaining A þ B ¼ 2:0. In other words, A varies from 1.0 to 0.0, while B varies from 1.0 to 2.0. The purpose of this experiment is to study the effects of different distributions of updates among two classes on the performance, given that the total update rate is fixed. Fig. 5 also shows the average numbers of valid objects of class A and class B, as well as their difference when SB-PER or PER is exercised. We have the following observations:
. In Fig. 5a , when B À A increases, for both SB-PER and PER, the average number of valid objects of class A increases since the update ratio of class A objects decreases, but that of class B decreases since the update ratio of class B objects increases. . In Fig. 5b , when B À A increases, for both SB-PER and PER, the difference between the average number of valid objects of class A and that of class B increases. Interestingly, the figure shows that the difference in SB-PER is larger than that in PER since class A objects have a smaller update rate and SB-PER tends to cache more class A objects. In Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, several experiments for more heterogeneous cases are presented and not only do the update rates of two classes significantly differ, but also the access rates are not the same. The parameters for the experiments are chosen as follows:
1, and B ¼ 5:5. Fig. 6 shows effective hit ratio and cost over K=N when N ¼ 40. We have the following observations under current parameter setting:
. In Fig. 6 , the effective hit ratios of both SB-PER and PER increase, while the costs of both SB-PER and PER decrease when K=N increases. When K=N ¼ 0 or K=N ¼ 1, SB-PER and PER have the same effective hit ratio and the cost. Since K=N ¼ 0 means that the cache size is zero, each access will cause data fetch from the server for both SB-PER and PER. When K=N ¼ 1, no object is replaced since all the objects can be held in the cache. Hence, the performance of SB-PER and that of PER are the same. SB-PER outperforms PER in terms of both the effective hit ratio and the cost when 0 < K=N < 1. When K=N increases from 0 to 1, the objects start to be cached. Unlike PER, invalid objects in SB-PER may be replaced. . For PER, the cached objects always stay in the cache because the server does not inform the client of the update information. For SB-PER, the cached objects also always stay in the cache even though some objects are obsolete. If the cache is not full for both schemes, no object will be evicted. We expect that there are more class B objects than class A objects in the cache because B > A for both schemes. Therefore, the two schemes should have the same performance under this condition. From Fig. 6 , we observe that, in all cases of K=N, the cache will be full at least sometimes. . SB-PER is better than PER since, in SB-PER, there are invalid objects in the cache at the client and the server makes decisions to replace those invalid objects when the cache is full. On the other hand, the client in PER has no information of invalidity of objects in the cache. . For PER, the effective hit ratio (cost) increases (decreases) slower when K=N is smaller than that when K=N is large. When K=N N B =N, LFU favors class B objects because A < B . However, class B objects are more costly since they have larger update rates so that they are easier to be invalidated. When K=N > N B =N, the cache size is large enough to cache more class A objects so that better effective hit ratio and cost can be achieved since class A objects cannot be invalidated. In other words, more class A objects can be cached when K=N is large. . The effective hit ratio and the cost of SB-PER becomes flat when K=N is larger than a threshold. The effective hit ratio (cost) increases (decreases) as K=N increases when K=N is smaller than the threshold. This observation indicates that, when K=N reaches a certain value, further increasing cache size K will not improve the effective hit ratio or cost. Since class A objects are less frequently updated objects, SB-PER favors class A objects when K=N increases. However, when K=N is large enough, all the class A objects are cached. On the other hand, class B objects are more-frequentlyaccessed objects. When K=N increases, more class A and B objects are cached so that higher effective hit ratio and lower cost are achieved. However, more B objects in the cache means that more of them will get invalidated. Therefore, on average, only a few of class B objects are in the cache, especially when K=N reaches the threshold. Fig. 7 shows the effective hit ratio and cost over N when K ¼ 12. We have the following observations:
. When N ¼ K, the effective hit ratios and costs in SB-PER and PER are the same, respectively, with the same reason stated above. . When K < N, the effective hit ratio and the cost in SB-PER are better than those in PER for the similar reasons explained before. . For both SB-PER and PER, as N increases, the effective hit ratio decreases and the cost increases. Fig. 8 shows the effective hit ratio and cost over N when K=N ¼ 1=2. We have the following observations:
. SB-PER has a much higher effective hit ratio and lower cost than PER. PER favors caching morefrequently-accessed objects, and the client is not aware of updates at the server so that the obsolete cached objects may be still in the cache and the client cannot distinguish obsolete objects from valid objects. For PER, an obsolete object in the client cache is never replaced by a different object unless when the cache is full and the replacement policy program decides to replace it. Otherwise, the obsolete object will stay in the cache forever. For SB-PER, an obsolete object in the client cache can be replaced by a different object even before the replacement policy program makes decision since, if the server finds there is an obsolete object, it will decide to replace it by the accessed object without going through the replacement policy program. On the other hand, for PER, a valid object may be replaced even though there is one invalid object in the cache. In this experiment, LFU is used by both SB-PER and PER. LFU tends to cache class B objects. In the long run, PER þ LFU tends to cache more class B objects, which become obsolete easily since their update rates are higher. On the other hand, for SB-PER, the number of class B objects is smaller since spaces of some invalid objects are available. . The effective hit ratio and cost of PER are almost flat with N when K=N ¼ 1=2. Fig . 9 shows the numbers of objects over simulation time for both PER and SB-PER. Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b both show that the total number of objects is 20, which is the cache size. The number of cached class B objects in PER is larger than that in SB-PER, and the number of cached valid class B objects for PER is smaller than or relatively the same as that for SB-PER. Since more cached class B objects mean worse performance, SB-PER therefore outperforms PER under the current parameter setting. Furthermore, the figure implies that the number of cached class A objects in PER is smaller than that in SB-PER.
Effects of K and N
In Sections 6.3 and 6.4, parameters are chosen as follows:
, and N ¼ 40 unless stated otherwise. In the following, CB þ LAUD=LA2U and SB-PER þ LAUD=LA2U are also referred to as the updated-based cache algorithms. Fig. 10 shows how the effective hit ratio and cost vary with N when K=N is fixed. We have the following observations under the above parameter setting except that K=N ratio is chosen differently:
. In Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b , the effective hit ratios and costs are flat when N is relatively large and K=N is fixed. It indicates these two metrics largely depend on only K=N when N is large. Therefore, K=N is a good parameter instead of cache size to compare different schemes. . In Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b , there are four schemes under two different K=N ratios: the SB-PER þ LA2U, SB-PER þ LAUD, CB þ LA2U, and CB þ LAUD schemes under either K=N ¼ 1=4 or K=N ¼ 3=4. . Fig. 10a also shows that with larger K=N ratio, better/higher effective hit ratio is obtained. There is no difference in terms of effective hit ratio between SB-PER and CB as well as between LA2U and LAUD. . Fig. 10b also shows that, with a larger K=N ratio, a better cost is obtained. Furthermore, CB has a lower cost than SB-PER. There is no cost difference between LA2U and LAUD in the same cache access scheme. Note that CB and SB-PER have the same effective hit ratio in Fig. 10a , but different costs in Fig. 10b . Fig. 11 compares the effective hit ratios and the costs of the six schemes over N when K=N ¼ 1=2, where the six schemes are
CB þ LFU; CB þ LA2U; and CB þ LAUD:
We have the following observations regarding to K and N:
. Fig. 11a shows that LA2U/LAUD has better effective hit ratio than LFU. In other words, the update-based replacement policies can improve the performance in terms of the effective hit ratio due to the following reasons: LFU tends to cache class B objects more than class A objects since A < B . However, LA2U tends to cache class A objects more than class B objects since A = A > B = B , and LAUD tends to cache class A objects more than class B objects since A À A > B À B . Therefore, the update-based cache algorithms cache class A objects more than class B objects. On the other hand, class B objects have a higher update ratio than the class A objects, but have a similar access ratio as the class B objects. Caching class A objects is preferred since the effective hit ratio will be improved by caching less frequently updated objects. Therefore, the updated cache replacement policies are better than LFU.
. Fig. 11a also shows the effective hit ratio of LFU increases as N increases when K=N is fixed. A similar observation is also shown in Fig. 8a . On the other hand, the effective hit ratio of LA2U/LAUD is flat with N since K=N is fixed, and this observation is also shown in Fig. 10a . . Fig. 11b shows that CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD have the smallest costs among the six schemes. The cost of CB þ LFU decreases when N increases and K=N is fixed, and a similar observation is shown in Fig. 8b . Fig. 11b also shows that CB þ LFU has worse cost than SB-PER þ LFU when N is relatively small. Fig. 12 shows effective hit ratio and cost over K=N when N ¼ 40. We have the following observations under current parameter setting:
. Fig. 12a shows that a K=N threshold exists. The effective hit ratio increases as K=N increases when K=N is smaller than the threshold. The effective hit ratios become flat when K=N is greater than the threshold. Similarly, Fig. 12b shows that a K=N threshold exists. The cost becomes flat when K=N is larger than the threshold. This observation indicates that, when K=N reaches a certain value, further increasing cache size K will not improve effective hit ratio or cost. A similar observation has been obtained from Fig. 6 . . Fig. 12a also shows that updated-based replacement policies are slightly better than the LFU under the current parameter setting. . A more interesting observation is stated as follows: In  Fig. 12b , the costs of CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD decrease when K=N increases and K=N 1=2, but, when K=N further increases and K=N > 1=2, the costs increases. According to previous discussions, we know that CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD tend to cache more class A objects. Since there is no update for class A objects, the cost decreases when more class A objects are cached. However, when K=N ! 1=2, the algorithms will sometimes cache class B objects since the cache is large enough to hold all A class objects and some B class objects. Caching class B objects will introduce invalidation messages which are sent from the server to the client when updates happen to cached objects so that the cost increases. One conclusion from this observation is that a larger cache size does not always perform better in terms of the cost. Cache size should be relatively large to get better performance, but overlarge cache size may degrade the performance. . Fig. 12b also shows that the costs of SB-PER þ LA2U
and SB-PER þ LAUD decrease as K=N increases and are gradually becoming flat when K=N > 1=2. The reasons are similar to those in the previous bullet: Class B objects will be cached when K=N > 1=2. However, compared with CB, SB-PER will not introduce an invalidation message when updates happen to cached objects so that it will not cause more cost when more-frequently-updated objects are cached. On the contrary, more or less, it will improve effective cache hit and cost when K=N increases. Caching more-frequently-used class B objects, however, will increase effective cache hits only a little.
. Effective hit ratios for CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD always increase as K=N increases, but the costs of these two schemes do not always decrease as K=N increases. This means that the effective hit ratio and cost are sometimes conflicting objectives. Lower cost normally means a higher effective hit ratio, but a higher effective hit ratio does not always mean lower cost for CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD. In general, in a distributed system, update and access are distributed and independent. The update process is very important and has to be incorporated in a cache access algorithm and a cache replacement policy to ensure better performance. . Effective hit ratio and cost are two different metrics.
That a scheme has a higher effective hit ratio does not mean that it has a lower cost. But, a scheme having lower cost means that it has a higher effective hit ratio at most cases. In such a sense, cost is a much better performance metric than effective hit ratio. This is also observed in other figures, such as Fig. 13 .
Effects of Update Rate and Access Rate
Experiments are performed to study the effects of the update rate and the access rate for the following six schemes:
and CB þ LFU. SB-PER and CB are cache access schemes, and LAUD, LA2U, and LFU are replacement policies.
In the experiments, we vary the numbers of class A objects and class B objects, N A and N B , respectively, while the total number of objects is fixed, i.e., N ¼ N A þ N B , and other parameters are the same as before. Fig. 13 shows how the effective hit ratio and the cost change with N A =N. We have the following observations:
. Fig. 13a shows that the effective hit ratio increases as N A =N increases for all six schemes. When N A =N increases, there are more less-frequently-updated objects in the cache. Therefore, the effective hit ratio increases as N A =N increases. . Fig. 13a also shows that update-based replace policies (LA2U and LAUD) are a little better effective hit ratio than LFU. A similar result is also shown in Fig. 11a . Interestingly, when N A =N is small, the effective hit ratios of LA2U, LAUD, and LFU are similar. . Fig. 13b shows that the cost decreases for all the schemes as N A =N increases since more class A objects are cached and class A objects have a smaller update rate. It also shows that SB-PER þ LFU, SB-PER þ LA2U, and SB-PER þ LAUD have the similar costs. . Fig. 13b shows that SB-PER has a lower cost than CB when N A =N is small and has a higher cost when N A =N is large. When N A =N is small, more objects are more-frequently-updated so that the cost is high for CB since the server sends invalidation messages to the client when updates happen to cached objects, and these invalidation messages are very costly. When N A =N is large, more class A objects are cached so that the cost goes down. . Fig. 13b also shows that the cost of CB þ LA2U=LAUD decreases less steeply when N A =N > 1=2 as N A =N increases than when N A =N < 1=2. LA2U and LAUD favor more class A objects. CB favors class A objects too since it favors caching less-frequently-updated objects. When N A =N < 1=2, cache can hold all class A objects. When N A =N < 1=2, the cache holds almost all of the class A objects and a portion of class B objects. When N A =N increases, class B objects will be squeezed out of the cache by class A objects. When N A =N increases to a value, the cache cannot hold all of the class A objects and no more class B objects will be squeezed out of the cache. When N A =N > 1=2, the cache is likely full of class A objects. Therefore, the cost does not drop significantly as N A =N increases. We vary the update rates B and A while N A ¼ N B ¼ N=2 and show how effective hit ratio and cost change with B and A , in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , respectively.
. Fig. 14a shows the effective hit ratio of LFU decreases as B increases. LFU tends to cache class B objects since class B objects are morefrequently-accessed objects. But, class B objects are also more-frequently-updated objects so that there are more invalid cache hits and, therefore, the effective hit ratio drops as B increases. . The effective hit ratio of LA2U/LAUD decreases as B increases, but it quickly becomes flat. LA2U/ LAUD sometimes cache class B objects, especially when B is small. As B increases, LA2U/LAUD tends to cache all class A objects so that the effective hit ratio becomes flat. The same reason holds for the costs of LA2U/LAUD in Fig. 14b . . The effective hit ratio of LA2U/LAUD is smaller than that of LFU when B is small, but larger than that of LFU when B is large. In other words, there exists a threshold. When B is smaller than the threshold, LFU has a higher effective hit ratio than LA2U/LAUD. On the contrary, when B is larger than the threshold, LFU has a lower effective hit ratio than LA2U/LAUD. When B is small, both updates of class A objects and class B objects are small and, in this case, the benefits of LA2U/LAUD do not show in terms of effective hit ratio. But, if we consider cost, as shown in Fig. 14b , LA2U/LAUD is always better than or equivalent to LFU. . Fig. 14b shows that CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD are the best among all schemes in terms of cost for different B values. Furthermore, LA2U/LAUD is always better than LFU in terms of cost for different B values. . Fig. 14b shows that the update rate can significantly increase the cost of CB þ LFU. But, LA2U/LAUD has almost a constant cost except the first point where there is no update at all. . Fig. 14b also shows that the cost of the SB-PER þ LFU=LA2U=LAUD is much higher than that of CB þ LA2U=LAUD. Since only class B objects are updated, caching class B objects introduces invalidation costs in CB. But, we have K ¼ 20 so that the cache is full of class A objects since N A ¼ 20. Therefore, CB will not introduce many invalidation messages because class A objects are not updated according to our parameter setting. Even though SB-PER does not have invalidation messages, SB-PER requires a request message at each access which is not present in CB. Therefore, SB-PER has a higher cost than CB under current parameter setting. . Fig. 15a shows when A increases, the effective hit ratios of all schemes decrease since a larger A value means that more class A objects are invalidated easily. LA2U/LAUD is slightly better than LFU in terms of effective hit ratio under current parameter setting. For the same reasons, shown in Fig. 15b , the costs of all schemes increase when A increases. . Fig. 15b shows that SB-PER þ LFU; SB-PER þ LA2U; and SB-PER þ LAUD have almost the same cost. CB þ LFU is almost the worst in terms of cost. CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD outperform SB-PER þ LFU=LA2U=LAUD only when A is small. Fig. 16 shows how the effective hit ratio and the cost vary as B increases, and we have the following observations:
. Fig. 16a shows that the effective hit ratios of LFU/ LA2U/LAUD decrease when B increases since increasing B will increase the chances to cache class B objects. When B increases, there are more accesses on class B objects, but class B objects have very large update rates. Therefore, caching more class B objects will decrease effective cache hit. Furthermore, caching more class B objects means caching fewer class A objects. Class A objects have no update. Effective cache hit ratios will hence be decreased. Therefore, under our current parameter setting, increasing B will have negative effects on effective hit ratio. . Fig. 16a also shows that there is a B threshold.
When B is smaller than the threshold, LA2U/ LAUD have lager effective hit ratios and, when B is larger than the threshold, LFU has a larger effective hit ratio. . Fig. 16b shows that CB þ LA2U and CB þ LAUD have the smallest cost. The costs of all schemes increase as B increases. The above observations indicate that the relationship between access and update rate matters. In general, a good replacement policy tends to cache objects with a high access rate and a low update rate. However, the effects of access and update are very complex.
Comparison of LA2U and LAUD
In this section, we compare two proposed replacement policies with the following parameters: . Fig. 17a shows that SB-PER þ LAUD and CB þ LAUD have the same effective hit ratio when N increases, and SB-PER þ LA2U and CB þ LA2U have the same effective hit ratio when N increases. Furthermore, it shows that LAUD has a higher effective hit ratio than LA2U. . Fig. 17b shows LA2U has a higher cost than LAUD, CB þ LAUD has the smallest cost, and SB-PER þ LA2U has the largest cost. The parameter setting in Fig. 17 favors LAUD. Therefore, the better performance is expected for LAUD. It can be seen that LAUD outperforms LA2U under the current parameter setting. An interesting observation is that there is one point at which these two schemes have the same performance.
Access and Update in Gamma Distribution
Previous discussions have been based on the assumption that both the access and the update events follow Poisson distributions, i.e., the access event intervals and the update event intervals are drawn from exponential distributions. In this section, we show the similar results remain when we lose this assumption. As an example, we compare the effective hit ratios and the communication costs of CB=SB-PER þ LA2U=LAUD=LFU when the access and update events intervals follow Gamma distributions, respectively. Fig. 19 shows that, when the variance of the Gamma distributions varies, the effective hit ratio and communication costs are almost invariant for a given scheme. Therefore, we expect that our schemes will perform similarly for different traffic.
Remarks on SB-PER and CB
From Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 , and 18, CB and SB-PER, in general, have no significant difference on effective hit ratio when update-based replacement policies are exercised. However, it is not the case for cost. From Fig. 13 and Fig. 15 , CB has a lower cost when the update rate is small, whereas SB-PER has a lower cost when the update rate is high. One possible reason is that SB-PER requires contacting the server at each read while CB does not. On the other hand, CB needs to send an invalidation message to clients whenever an update happens to a cached object. There is a trade-off between CB and SB-PER.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the SB-PER and the revised CB cache access mechanisms. We further proposed two updatebased replacement policies, LA2U and LAUD. We conducted extensive simulations and demonstrated that the update rate is a very important factor for designing a cache access scheme and replacement policy in wireless/mobile networks. In fact, this claim should also be applied to any distributed system using client-server model.
In PER, the client does not realize whether an object is updated/invalid or not. It is not a good choice for the client-server data access in distributed systems due to ignorance of the update process. Both PER and CB are not suitable for cache replacement policies using update histories, especially frequency-based replacement policies. The proposed SB-PER and the revised CB are able to use both update and access frequencies. Because the SB-PER algorithms can inform clients about the update information, more space of invalid objects is available in the cache than PER, and it has better performance than PER even using non-update-based replacement polices.
The proposed update-based replacement policies reduce the chance to cache more frequently updated objects. The effective hit ratio and communication costs can be improved when updates are heavy. Similar results can also be observed when CB is applied.
SB-PER is a stateful cache access algorithm, whereas PER is a stateless cache access algorithm. To fully utilize update and access history in replacement policies, a stateful SB-PER is better, whereas PER can only use full access histories, i.e., a client in PER must keep all access histories of objects.
SB-PER is a cache access algorithm ready to use both update and access information in its replacement policies. It maintains all access and update histories, which allow any kind of replacement policies no matter whether access, update, or both histories are required.
SB-PER and PER are extensively studied using LFU. The invalidation mechanism introduced in SB-PER makes it tend to cache more-frequently-accessed instead of lessfrequently-updated objects. Therefore, SB-PER outperforms PER in both effective hit ratio and cost. When the update frequency is moderate, SB-PER dramatically improves the effective hit ratio and cost over PER. The understanding of the invalidation mechanism of SB-PER and the comparison of SB-PER and PER also help to understand the proposed update-based replacement policies.
The revised CB is a stateful cache access algorithm. The replacement policies are enforced at the client. It is suitable to adopt any replacement policy using access and update histories. The effective hit ratios and costs of SB-PER and CB with the update-based replacement policies, LA2U and LAUD, depend only on K=N, regardless of K and N.
A K threshold exists. The effective hit ratios of both SB-PER and CB are monotonically increasing with K when K is smaller than the threshold. The effective hit ratios are flat when K is larger than the threshold. In some cases, the cost of CB with a larger cache size is even worse than that with a smaller cache size. It indicates that a larger cache does not always mean a better performance.
Update-based replacement policies are better than LFU when the update rates of objects are moderately high and are not uniform. On the contrary, when access process is dominant, LFU is better. According to our simulation results, LAUD is better than LA2U in terms of effective hit ratio.
Another interesting result is that, normally, in the caching of the operating system and computer architecture, increasing the cache hit ratio is the only major objective. In [13] , it is pointed out that, in wireless data access, the cache hit ratio is no longer a good metric, but the effective hit ratio is the one since some of the cache hits are invalid. In this paper, we found out that even the effective hit ratio is not necessarily a very good metric, but the communication cost is a better metric. A scheme that has a higher effective hit ratio does not mean that it has a lower communication cost, but a scheme having a lower cost communication does mean that it has a higher effective hit ratio at most cases. In this sense, the communication cost is a much better performance metric than effective hit ratio.
In summary, through extended simulations using carefully designed cases, we gain a deep understanding of various cache algorithms in terms of the access scheme, cache size, database size, access rate, update rate, and many more. He is a registered professional engineer of Ontario, Canada. He is a senior member of the IEEE.
